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“Research Lightning Talks”
FCoP Research Lightning Talks
Activity Instructions
Purpose & Goals:
The goals of the Research Lightning Talks include 1) sharing preliminary project
research with one another and 2) completing enough preliminary research prior to
the in-person meeting to inform our work on detailed 6mth project plans.
FCoP Research Lightning Talks should be tailored to the specific research needs of
each project. Example research topics for each cohort project are provided below.
● GeorgiaTech: Which other orgs have pedagogical spaces like RetroTECH, which s
these are providing emulated access to software - what is interested in these
other models, what is applicable, what is noteworthy and what is not applicable
● Guggenheim: What are the known metadata standards that you have reviewed,
what are the major issues that you have identified in implementing this
descriptive workflow, who is the list of efforts that we want to include
● Illinois: Are their other organizations that specialize in electronic music or
electronic music composition? What have they done to provide access, have they
done any user studies?
● UVA: What are the key questions that need to be answered from your project to
determine when emulation is viable - in terms of a decision matrix, what are some
examples of this decision tree approach to access strategies? What would your
alternative access strategies be and how do you begin to compare?
● U of A: What are the unique considerations for emulating games - how does the
use of emulation in the classroom shape software preservation workflows in the
library?
● LCM+L: Are their other places that are creating custom emulators, what
communities out there are working on emulator project for computers that fall
into the middle age of computing

INSTRUCTIONS
Lightning talks will be on a strict schedule of 5 minutes per talk and 30 seconds
between talks. Presentations will proceed in the order found in the final program. The
speakers should be ready to transition as the talk before theirs comes to a close.
The timing of the session will be governed by an automatically advancing slide show.
Presenters who wish to use slides should send their slides in ahead of time (by
Wednesday July 1), in PDF format. Your options for slides are as follows:
1. Zero slides – A title card with your name and talk title will display for the full five
minutes.
2. One slide – will display for the full five minutes.
3. Five slides – One minute per slide.
4. 10 slides – 30 seconds per slide.
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Slides should be uploaded to the Research Lightning Talks folder

